Amend printed bill, page 2, line 2, after "amend" insert "(2)(e), (2)(f),".

Page 2, line 3, strike "(2)(o), (2)(p), and (2)(q)" and substitute "(2)(o) and (2)(p)".

Page 2, after line 6 insert:
"(e) Promptly forward information received by the program to the appropriate law enforcement or public safety agency or school officials. THE PROGRAM IS NOT REQUIRED TO FORWARD INFORMATION IF THE CALL WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE STATEWIDE CRISIS RESPONSE SYSTEM CREATED PURSUANT TO SECTION 27-60-103.

(f) Train law enforcement dispatch centers, school districts, individual schools, and other entities determined by the attorney general on appropriate awareness and response to safe2tell tips. TRAINING MATERIALS OUTLINING APPROPRIATE RESPONSE TO SAFE2TELL TIPS WILL BE DEVELOPED IN COLLABORATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS TO ENSURE STANDARDIZED MESSAGING."

Page 3, strike lines 3 through 7 and substitute:
"(o) ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 1, 2021, THE DEPARTMENT, IN COLLABORATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS, SHALL DEVISE A PROCESS AND DEVELOP STANDARDIZED PROTOCOLS SO THAT ANY COMMUNICATION RELATED TO MENTAL HEALTH OR SUBSTANCE USE RECEIVED BY SAFE2TELL, INCLUDING ANY COMMUNICATION RELATED TO ANOTHER PERSON, MAY BE TRANSFERRED, AS APPROPRIATE, TO THE STATEWIDE CRISIS RESPONSE SYSTEM CREATED PURSUANT TO SECTION 27-60-103; AND"

Reletter succeeding paragraph accordingly.

*** *** *** ***